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Understanding Cultural Geography Archaeopress Publishing Ltd
By dwelling on the need for the convergence of business, innovation and
the arts, this book highlights the value of lowering the psychological,
organizational and institutional barriers that keep them apart. For
educators and practitioners, this is an in-depth discussion designed to
stimulate awareness of the issues facing business education.
Queerness in Heavy Metal Music Oxbow Books
In The Interface Envelope, James Ash develops a series
of concepts to understand how digital interfaces work to
shape the spatial and temporal perception of players.
Drawing upon examples from videogame design and
work from post-phenomenology, speculative realism,
new materialism and media theory, Ash argues that
interfaces create envelopes, or localised foldings of
space time, around which bodily and perceptual
capacities are organised for the explicit production of
economic profit. Modifying and developing Bernard
Stiegler's account of psychopower and Warren Neidich's
account of neuropower, Ash argues the aim of interface
designers and publishers is the production of envelope
power. Envelope power refers to the ways that
interfaces in games are designed to increase users
perceptual and habitual capacities to sense difference.
Examining a range of examples from specific
videogames, Ash identities a series of logics that are
key to producing envelope power and shows how these
logics have intensified over the last thirty years. In turn,
Ash suggests that the logics of interface envelopes in
videogames are spreading to other types of interface. In
doing so life becomes enveloped as the environments
people inhabit becoming increasingly loaded with digital
interfaces. Rather than simply negative, Ash develops a
series of responses to the potential problematics of
interface envelopes and envelope power and emphasizes
their pharmacological nature.
Routledge
A volume in the three-volume Remote Sensing Handbook series,
Remote Sensing of Water Resources, Disasters, and Urban Studies
documents the scientific and methodological advances that have
taken place during the last 50 years. The other two volumes in the
series are Remotely Sensed Data Characterization, Classification,
and Accuracies, and Land Reso
Frameworks for Water Law Reform Taylor & Francis
Crowdfunding is becoming an increasingly popular method to finance
projects of every kind and scale. This contributed volume is one of the
earliest books presenting scientific and research-based perspectives of
crowdfunding, its development, and future. The European Crowdfunding
Network (ECN) and its scientific work group, together with FGF e.V.,
invited both researchers and practitioners to contribute to this first state-of-
the-art edited volume on crowdfunding in Europe. This book contributes to
a better comprehension of crowdfunding, encourages further fundamental
research and contributes to a systematization of this new field of research.
The book also features expert contributions by practitioners to enhance and
complement the scientific perspective. This book can be used as a
guideline and shall advance classification in an emerging research field.
Globalisation and Services-driven Economic
Growth Routledge
While the growing field of scholarship on
heavy metal music and its subcultures has
produced excellent work on the sounds,
scenes, and histories of heavy metal around
the world, few works have included a study
of gender and sexuality. This cutting-edge
volume focuses on queer fans, performers,
and spaces within the heavy metal sphere,
and demonstrates the importance,
pervasiveness, and subcultural significance
of queerness to the heavy metal ethos.
Heavy metal scholarship has until recently
focused almost solely on the roles of
heterosexual hypermasculinity and
hyperfemininity in fans and performers. The
dependence on that narrow dichotomy has
limited heavy metal scholarship, resulting
in poorly critiqued discussions of gender
and sexuality that serve only to underpin

the popular imagining of heavy metal as
violent, homophobic and inherently
masculine. This book queers heavy metal
studies, bringing discussions of gender and
sexuality in heavy metal out of that poorly
theorized dichotomy. In this
interdisciplinary work, the author connects
new and existing scholarship with a strong
ethnographic study of heavy metal’s self-
identified queer performers and fans in
their own words, thus giving them a voice
and offering an original and ground-
breaking addition to scholarship on popular
music, rock, and queer studies.
Divided We Fall transcript Verlag
Transboundary watercourses account for an
estimated 60 per cent of global freshwater flow
and support the livelihoods of hundreds of
millions of people worldwide. Yet the
indeterminate status of water rights in many
international watercourses presents a problem and
many attempts to resolve water rights issue have
failed. Knowing how and where negotiations fail is
essential if successful resolution is to be
achieved. Muserref Yetim's important book seeks to
illustrate a means to the peaceful resolution of
natural resource based conflicts. Through a
detailed study of the Tigris-Euphrates water
conflict, involving Turkey, Syria and Iraq,
countries of vital security interest to the world
at large, the author clarifies the collective
action dilemmas confronting Middle Eastern
watercourses and reveals the bargaining
bottlenecks where negotiations fail. She develops
an original framework that explains bargaining
failures and proposes conditions for creating a
new property rights regime among watercourse
states that offers a route to governing their
shared water resources in ways that are
politically, economically and environmentally
sound. In almost all water scarce regions,
international water resources are subject to
intense unilateral exploitation in a highly
competitive fashion. And as demand for freshwater
continues to increase, through increasing
urbanization and the continuing development of
societies, so the issue of how such shared water
resources can best be governed is becoming vitally
important. Negotiating International Water Rights
offers both a timely contribution to a matter of
international concern and important insights into
resource conflict in countries of vital security
interest to the world at large.

Neighbourhood Perceptions of the Ukraine
Crisis Emerald Group Publishing
Within the theoretical framework of the trade-
growth and structural transformation-growth
nexuses, the book examines the evolution of
African (goods and service) trade in terms of
value and share of global commerce relative to
other regions during the period 1948–2017. It
also identifies and discusses discernible
changes in the composition and structure of
African exports and imports between 1995 and
2015 and their implications for economic
development in Africa. The study attributes
Africa's laggard trade performance during the
period primarily to sub-optimal macroeconomic
policies and lack of bold export development
policies and initiatives, among other factors.
It also offers an incisive discussion of
several inhibitions to the structural
transformation of African exports and imports,
including lack of finance, globalization,
tariff, and non-tariff measures in global
markets. The discussion of the evolution of
African trade during the period 1948–2017
based on statistics and publications of
international organizations, including the
UNCTAD, the World Bank, and the African
Development Bank, among others, is the first
of its kind in terms of scope and depth of
review of African trade. The analyses of cross-
border trade during 1948–2017 and their
implications for Africa’s economic development
prospects constitute a useful reference
material for academics and students of African

and development studies and African and
international policymakers.

Global Production Networks Rowman &
Littlefield
Recent events in Ukraine and Russia and the
subsequent incorporation of Crimea into the
Russian state, with the support of some
circles of inhabitants of the peninsula,
have shown that the desire of people to
belong to the Western part of Europe should
not automatically be assumed. Discussing
different perceptions of the Ukrainian-
Russian war in neighbouring countries, this
book offers an analysis of the conflicts
and issues connected with the shifting of
the border regions of Russia and Ukraine to
show how ’material’ and ’psychological’
borders are never completely stable ideas.
The contributors – historians,
sociologists, anthropologists and political
scientists from across Europe – use an
interdisciplinary and comparative approach
to explore the different national and
transnational perceptions of a possible
future role for Russia.
The Palgrave Handbook of Disciplinary and Regional
Approaches to Peace Bloomsbury Publishing
Understanding Cultural Geography: Places and
Traces offers a comprehensive introduction to
perhaps the most exciting and challenging area of
human geography. By focusing on the notion of
‘place’ as a key means through which culture and
identity is grounded, the book showcases the broad
range of theories, methods and practices used
within the discipline. This book not only
introduces the reader to the rich and complex
history of cultural geography, but also the key
terms on which the discipline is built. From these
insights, the book approaches place as an ‘ongoing
composition of traces’, highlighting the dynamic
and ever-changing nature of the world around us.
The second edition has been fully revised and
updated to incorporate recent literature and up-to-
date case studies. It also adopts a new seven
section structure, and benefits from the addition
of two new chapters: Place and Mobility, and Place
and Language. Through its broad coverage of issues
such as age, race, scale, nature, capitalism, and
the body, the book provides valuable perspectives
into the cultural relationships between people and
place. Anderson gives critical insights into these
important issues, helping us to understand and
engage with the various places that make up our
lives. Understanding Cultural Geography is an
ideal text for students being introduced to the
discipline through either undergraduate or
postgraduate degree courses. The book outlines how
the theoretical ideas, empirical foci and
methodological techniques of cultural geography
illuminate and make sense of the places we inhabit
and contribute to. This is a timely update on a
highly successful text that incorporates a vast
foundation of knowledge; an invaluable book for
lecturers and students.
Oswaal Karnataka PUE Solved Papers II PUC Biology
Book Chapterwise & Topicwise (For 2023 Exam)
Edward Elgar Publishing
• Latest Solved Paper with Scheme of
Valuation-2022. • Strictly as per the latest
syllabus, blueprint & design of the question
paper. • All Typologies-Objective, VSA, SA & Essay
Types Questions • Previous Years’ Exam (2011-2022)
Questions with Scheme of Valuation • NCERT
Textbook Questions fully solved • PUE Question
Bank Fully solved • Revision notes, Mind Maps &
Concept videos for clarity of Concepts.

CAA2014: 21st Century Archaeology CRC Press
This two volume book presents an in-depth
analysis of many of the most important
issues facing today's shipping and port
sectors. Volume 1 of Dynamic Shipping and
Port Development in the Globalized Economy
focuses on the application of theory to
practice in Maritime Logistics.
Siting Noxious Facilities Routledge
Partisan warfare and gridlock in Washington
threaten to squander America’s opportunity
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to show the world that democracy can solve
serious economic problems and ensure widely
shared prosperity. Instead of working
together to meet the challenges ahead—an
aging work force, exploding inequality,
climate change, rising debt—our elected
leaders are sabotaging our economic future
by blaming and demonizing each other in
hopes of winning big in the next election.
They are weakening America’s capacity for
world leadership and the case for democracy
here and abroad. Alice M. Rivlin, with
decades of experience in economic policy
making, argues that proven economic
policies could lead to sustainable American
prosperity and opportunity for all, but
crafting them requires the tough, time-
consuming work of consensus building and
bipartisan negotiation. In a divided
country with shifting majorities, major
policies must have bipartisan buy-in and
broad public support. Otherwise we will
have either destabilizing swings in policy
or total gridlock in the face of challenges
looming at us. Rivlin believes that
Americans can and must save our hyper-
partisan politicians from themselves. She
makes the case that on many practical
economic issues the public is far less
divided than partisan politicians and
sensationalist media would have us believe.
She draws attention to numerous hopeful
efforts to bridge partisan and ideological
divides in Washington, in state capitols
and city governments, and communities
around the country, and advocates a major
national effort to enable citizens and
future leaders to learn and practice the
art of listening to each other and working
together to find common ground. This book
is a practical guide for Americans across
the political spectrum who are agonizing
over partisan warfare, incivility, and
policy gridlock and looking for ways they
can help to get our democratic policy
process back on a constructive track before
it is too late.
Debates in Geography Education John Wiley &
Sons
This book seeks to better conceptualise and
define mobility poverty, addressing both its
geographies and socio-economic landscapes. It
moves beyond the analysis of ‘transport
poverty’ and innovatively explores mobility
inequalities and social construction of
mobility disadvantages. The debate on mobility
poverty is gaining momentum due to its role in
triggering social exclusion and economic
deprivation. In this light, this book examines
the social construction of mobility poverty by
delving into mobility patterns and needs as
they are differently experienced by social
groups in different geographical situations.
It considers factors such as the role of
transport regimes and their social value when
analysing the social construction of
individual ?s mobility needs. Furthermore, the
gaps between articulated and unarticulated
needs are identified by observing actual
travel patterns of individuals. The book
offers a comparison of the global phenomenon
through fieldwork conducted in six different
European countries – Greece, Portugal, Italy,
Luxembourg, Romania and Germany. This book
will be useful reading for planners,
sociologists, geographers, mobility/transport
researchers, mobility advocates, policy-makers
and transport practitioners. The Open Access
version of this book, available at
https://doi.org/10.4324/9780367333317, has
been made available under a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 license.

The New Nuclear Disorder Chronicle Books
Understanding Cultural GeographyRoutledge
The Interface Envelope Routledge
This volume contains a selection of papers
presented at TRAC 2014, as well as some
invited contributions. In keeping with the
aims of TRAC, several papers make make
innovative use of interdisciplinary theory: in
humanistic geography, philosophy and
archaeology; social psychology; and the
cognitive science of religion in the study of

Roman monuments, military social history and
religion. Other papers share a common theme:
the critical interpretation of archaeological
evidence. A more careful consideration of non-
grave good pottery sherds from graves suggests
that these often disregarded items potentially
shed light on funerary rites which are usually
considered to be invisible; the potential
importance of plant remains, particularly of
exotic and rare species, in ritual deposits is
examined and a new perspective on the negative
aspects of Roman conquest of Northern Gaul
presented. New approaches towards our
understanding of space and landscape in the
Roman world comprise an examination of the
suburbs of ancient Rome and preliminary
results of an ongoing project exploring the
relationship between wetland landscapes and
domestic settlements, presenting a case study
from Spain.
Remotely Sensed Data Characterization,
Classification, and Accuracies Routledge
Mobilities research is now centre stage in the
social sciences with wide-ranging work that
considers the politics underscoring the movements
of people and objects, critically examining a
world that is ever on the move. At first glance,
the words ‘carceral’ and ‘mobilities’ seem to sit
uneasily together. This book challenges the
assumption that carceral life is characterised by
a lack of movement. Carceral Mobilities brings
together contributions that speak to contemporary
debates across carceral studies and mobilities
research, offering fresh insights to both areas by
identifying and unpicking the manifold mobilities
that shape, and are shaped by, carceral regimes.
It features four sections that move the reader
through the varying typologies of motion
underscoring carceral life: tension; circulation;
distribution; and transition. Each mobilities-led
section seeks to explore the politics encapsulated
in specific regimes of carceral movement. With
contributions from leading scholars, and a range
of international examples, this book provides an
authoritative voice on carceral mobilities from a
variety of perspectives, including criminology,
sociology, history, cultural theory, human
geography, and urban planning. This book offers a
first port of call for those examining spaces of
detention, asylum, imprisonment, and containment,
who are increasingly interested in questions of
movement in relation to the management, control,
and confinement of populations.

TRAC 2014 Brookings Institution Press
Siting Noxious Facilities explains and
illustrates processes and criteria used to
site noxious manufacturing and waste
management facilities. It proposes a framework
that integrates economic location analysis and
risk analysis, emphasizing the reduction of
uncertainty. This book begins by defining
noxious facilities and considers the important
role of manufacturing in the world economy,
before going on to describe the historical
practices used in locating these facilities
for much of the twentieth century. It then
shifts focus to analyze the complex set of
considerations in the twenty-first century
that mean that any facility that produces
annoying smells and sounds, is unsightly and
emits hazardous substances has had the bar of
acceptability markedly raised for economic,
environmental, social and political
acceptability. Drawing on case study examples
that highlight pollution prevention, choosing
locations at major plants (CLAMP),
negotiations, and surrendering control of an
activity, Greenberg presents a hybrid
framework that advocates the amalgamation of
industrial location processes with human
health and environmental-oriented risk
analysis. This book will be of great interest
to students and scholars of location
economics, environmental science, risk
analysis and land-use planning. It will also
be of great relevance to decision-makers and
their major advisers who must make choices
about siting noxious facilities.

Innovation and the Arts Springer
Debates in Geography Education encourages
early career teachers, experienced teachers
and teacher educators to engage with and
reflect on key issues, concepts and
debates. It aims to enable readers to reach
their own informed judgements with deeper
theoretical knowledge and understanding.
The second edition is fully updated in
light of the latest research, policy and
practice in the field, as well as key

changes to the curriculum and examination
specifications. Expert contributors provide
a range of perspectives on international,
historical and policy contexts in order to
deepen our understanding of significant
debates in geography education. Key debates
include: geography's identity as an
academic discipline; what constitutes
knowledge in geography; places and regional
geography; what it means to think
geographically; constructing the
curriculum; how we link assessment to
making progress in geography; the
contribution of fieldwork and outdoor
experiences; technology and the use of
Geographical Information; school geography
and employability; understanding the gap
between school and university geography;
evidence-based practice and research in
geography education. The comprehensive,
rigorous coverage of these key issues,
together with carefully annotated selected
further reading, will help support and
shape further research and writing. Debates
in Geography Education is a key resource
that is essential reading for all teachers
and researches who wish to extend their
grasp of the place of geography in
education. Mark Jones is Senior Lecturer in
Education at the University of the West of
England, Bristol, UK David Lambert is
Professor of Geography Education at UCL
Institute of Education, London, UK
Protests as Events Routledge
Following drastic shifts in the spatial
organization of goods production, increasingly
fierce competition now forces firms also to
look critically at how to organize the
production of services. While digitization and
advances in information and communication
technologies have enabled firms to unbundle
service production processes, the increased
global availability of skilled labour allows
for the relocation of ever more of these
processes around the world. As a result, a new
geography of services production takes shape:
a geography that is defined by new
interregional and international divisions of
labour and held together by increasingly
complex global services production networks.
This book examines how the reorganisation of
services production alters relations between
and generates different sets of challenges and
opportunities for economic development in the
Global North and the Global South. Drawing
from 11 case studies probing various aspects
of services production in different parts of
the world, the book brings out the remarkable
heterogeneity and transformative capacities of
services. It successively shows how global
trade in services creates new
interdependencies between services producing
and services consuming regions; reveals how
services help to mitigate the impact of and
contribute to recovery from economic crises in
the Global North; and demonstrates how
services offshoring fosters economic
development and service-sector driven
modernisation processes in the Global South.
The book’s openness to the heterogeneous and
dynamic nature of services production enlarges
our understanding of which particular services
in which spatiotemporal context have the
capacity to generate good jobs, contribute to
productivity and drive economic growth. The
book stands out from other books in the field
in that it combines perspectives on services-
driven transformations from both the Global
North and the Global South and looks into the
role of various services segments. Based on
pioneering empirical research and original
data it offers a timely contribution to this
growing debate. The book provides valuable
insights for students, scholars and
professionals interested in services, services
offshoring, services-driven growth, and
socioeconomic transformations in the Global
North and South.

Complexity and Crisis in the Financial
System Elsevier
In the twenty-first century, the United
States confronts an international system of
great complexity and shifting security
challenges. Among these challenges are
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those posed by nuclear weapons. Instead of
becoming obsolete or being marginalized by
the end of the Cold War and the demise of
the Soviet Union, nuclear weapons have
become more important to present and future
international stability and peace but the
relationship is paradoxical. On one hand,
the spread of nuclear weapons to additional
states with unsettled grievances or
hegemonic ambitions threatens to
destabilize local balances of power and set
off regional arms races. In addition, the
possible acquisition by terrorists of
nuclear weapons or fissile materials
creates a threat that may be ‘beyond
deterrence’ according to hitherto accepted
concepts. On the other hand, nuclear
weapons in the hands of other states can
contribute to stable deterrence and help to
prevent nuclear proliferation to
international miscreants. Certain cases
loom large in the short run that highlight
this book’s relevance, including the
possible acquisition and deployment of
nuclear weapons by Iran and the continuing
tensions created by North Korea’s nuclear
arsenal. The Obama ‘pivot’ of national
security and defense emphasis to Asia
reflects not only the growing economic
importance of that region, but also the
growing number of security dilemmas in a
region that is already awash in nuclear
forces. The management of nuclear crises
and even the possible need to terminate
nuclear wars before they expand beyond a
single region are among the possible
challenges facing future U.S. and allied
policy makers and military leaders.
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